


Parco Villa Trecci is a dream that 

came true. On the border between the 

sunrise of the Valdichiana Valley and 

the sunset of the Orcia Valley, in an 

enchanted paradise of the region, the 

ideal garden comes to life; the excellent 

mediterranean garden, full of colours 

and perfumes of our Park it is the perfect 

place to reconnect one’s self with inner 

peace.

The Park of Villa Trecci offers to you a 

wide choices of experiences, all aimed 

at finding one’s wellbeing and the 

pleasures of life.

“ when we are born we see beauty, when 

we became older , we are able to stare at 

the beauty that sur rounds us, allowing us 

to acquire the serenity  that men needs 

to have.”

Cinzia Sorlini



Montepulciano
the land 
of magic

Located in the south-east part of Tuscany, during 
the centuries the  town of Montepulciano has 
always had a relevant role, starting from the name, 
a deformation of the Etruscan word Purth, which 
means Commander. The first documents  date 
back to the Longobard period between the years 
713 and 715, when there are the first references 
to the Mons Politianus. In the year 1390, a peace 
sanctioned with Florence led to a period of political 
stability, and many cultural and artistic works. 
The architectural embellishments were a political 
message of great importance, and  the facades of  
historical buildings, such as the Palazzo Avignonesi 
and Palazzo San Donato that we can see today, 
were constructed during this peiod. Even the 
literature, like all  other expressions of art, had 
a golden age during these years. An important 
person was Bartolomeo Aragazzi, a man of Letters 
and secretary to Pope Martin V. The agriculture 
was advantaged in this period of propsperity, 
with the reclamation of  the Val di Chiana, started 
by the Medici Family in the 16th century, and 
finished between the 18th and the 19th centuries 
under Leopold from the Habsburg Lorraine Family. 
The building of the Canale Maestro promoted 
the economic growth of the countryside and 
consequently  all the surrounding villages. The Vino 
Nobile di Montepulciano DOCG, can make claim to 
being the most ancient wine of all, as stated in the 
first documents, which  dated back to the year 789. 
The village is carved out of tufa rock that reveal 
ancient cellars, confirming an indisputable link 
between this wine , the town and the land where 
it was created.



Adelmo who comes from Rome, 

is a designer and a landscape 

architect, and Cinzia who is from 

Brescia graduated in History of Art, 

are the owners of Parco Villa Trecci. 

A dream, and a project in constant 

development, a wonderful place 

where they have involved all their 

passions for Art, 
Nature and the 
Aesthetic, to share with 

everyone who appreciates  beauty,  

culture, colours and aromas of a 

place where you may be embraced, 

with elegance  and comfort.

In the background, 
the first drawings of the Garden’s project, 
made by the designer Adelmo Barlesi

The logo of 

our company 

comes  from a 

special union 

between artistic 

inspiration and 

the outstanding 

power 

of  women

Alfredo De Santis
played an important role in the 
italian design world, during the  
second half of the 20th century.
He really loved the Orcia Valley 
and he was a great friend of 
Adelmo Barlesi and Cinzia Sorlini, 
and for whom he created our 
Logo, which represents the 
special strength of this woman, 
a female  figure who runs the 
house, nature, and the world.



The park is three hectares, extending across 

different landscapes, the garden of silver 

plants, the small wood, the rose garden, the 

big flowerbed of grass plants, the lake with 

water plants and the swamp, the lemon 

house, and the wide green spaces interrupted 

by secular olive trees and scented blooms.

In the garden we have collected around 400 

different species of plants, which do not need  

watering in the summer.

As well,  we have taken  

particular attention and 

care to the sounds, colours 

and aromas of the plants  

especially the silver plants, 

which are deeply connected 

to our emotions 

and remind us of places, linked to our 

mediterranean world.

The Park



The garden has a rich programm during the seasons, 
cultural events, art exhibition and concerts. You may 
visit the garden, for a relaxing walk and tasting the 
products of our Bio Farm.

On the left: 
a work of art of Emanuele Caporrella of the art 
exhibition “The Works of an Art Foundry” 
hosted in the Garden.

A walk through the Park will be 

relaxing and pleasant, and here 

you will find some plants that you 

already know, living in a natural 

cohabitation with others, 

this will be 
a peaceful  
experience 
of discovery , 

which you can take home with you.

During the season we hold some 

art events such as exhibitions and 

concerts and the park is open to the 

public several days of the week.

The Garden is associated to the APGI 
and MSG, and the MIBAC recognized 
us as one of the most beautiful 
garden of Italy. 



The Farm has been created from a love 

of nature and the desire to experiment 

with agriculture which is both organic and 

ecosustainable at the same time. A cultivation 

that takes care of the biodiversity, quite 

distant from the traditional way of cultivation, 

with its long extensions in monoculture land.

Simply by taking a step back in time, because 

we are  convinced, with pride, that each one of 

us needs to do this, for 

the love 
of Mother Earth 
and our children.

We have cultivated around 30 hectares  

where lucerne and other legumes are grown, 

with meadows of flowers for the bees, olive 

trees, vineyards, and a big garden where we 

produce seasonal fresh vegetables for our 

restaurants, an orchard with fruit trees which 

were carefully choosen at the time of planting, 

it is a land with ancient varieties which must 

be preserved from extintion  and not suitable 

for extensive cultivation, in the center of the 

farm is our Park of Villa Trecci with 3 hectares of 

biodiversity, with mediterranean arid  plants.

The organic
farm



San 

Bartolomeo 

di Caselle 

the secular 

oak tree

the warmth 

of the 

location

the infinite 

views

The little Church of San 

Bartolomeo was founded in the 

year 1236 on old preexisting 

foundations whose date has 

been confirmed with an official 

document, dated 22nd January 

2014 from the Ministry of Cultural 

Heritage, Activities and Tourism.

Even though it is small in 

appearance and dimensions, 

our church is a noble historical 

monument.

The church was in a bad state of 

preservation, and the restoration 

work was started in May 2016 and  

reopened for services exactly one 

year later.

The architectural restoration gave 

us a real insight into the various 

transformation that the building, 

underwent during the centuries.



Nearby to the ancient 
little church is the San 
Bartolomeo di Caselle 
from the 14th century, 
with two apartments, at 
the rear of the building, 
a pleasant place for 
people who desire to 
restore 

themselves from the daily routine, by relaxing 

and taking excursions in the neighbouring 

areas.

The apartments have been restored, paying 

the greatest attention to detail, and with a 

careful respect for the original architecture 

of the building that makes San Bartolomeo a 

unique  place.

San Bartolomeo with its two apartments is 

completely surrounded by a magnificent 

panorama, set on a small promentory that 

isolates it from the surroundings while at the 

San 

Bartolomeo 

di Caselle 

two exclusive 

apartments  

within 

a unique 

location

San Bartolomeo di Caselle
up: the apartment on the ground floor, down: the apartment on the first floor



San Bartolomeo di Caselle 
first floor: the living room

same time the elevation  gives  an expansive 

view of the  horizon.

The two apartments are equipped and 

furnished with pieces created by a famous 

international designer and with antique 

pieces that comes directly from the owner’s 

private collection.

There is no swimming pool,  a choice of 

respect for the quiet of the place, a garden 

surrounds the building, so as one can  enjoy 

the view of the hills and the amazing sunset 

over the Orcia valley.

In one apartment we have two double 

bedrooms, and in the other one there is 

one double bedroom and a bedroom with 

twin beds, there are two bathrooms in each 

apartment with hydromassage,  showers with 

chrometherapy and a turkish bath.

Sat tv and wi fi.

San Bartolomeo di Caselle 

is an unforgettable 

experience.



ORARI DI APERTURA/OPENING TIME

Apertura dal 13 aprile al 30 ottobre
lunedi-mercoledi-venerdi 
orario 9-12/15-18
sabato e domenica chiuso
nei mesi di luglio e agosto 
aperto al pubblico 16-18.30

Per le visite guidate e per i gruppi 
contattate info@parcovillatrecci.it

from April to the end of October
monday, wednesday, friday
from 9.00 am to 12.00 pm
from 3.00 pm to 6.00 pm
saturday and sunday closed
July and August 
from 4.00 pm to 6.30 pm

for guided groups and tours please 
contact us at info@parcovillatrecci.it

Via San Bartolomeo, 22
53045 Montepulciano (Siena) 
Tel. +39 0578 32 15 46 
info@parcovillatrecci.it
www.parcovillatrecci.it
Direzione; +39 0578 32 15 46

M O N T E P U L C I A N O


